FINISHED QUILT SIZE 67\(\frac{1}{2}\)“ x 67\(\frac{1}{2}\)”
Measurements include ¼” seam allowance.
Sew with right sides together unless otherwise stated.

Please check our website www.rileyblakedesigns.com/pattern-updates for any revisions before starting this project. This pattern requires a basic knowledge of quilting technique and terminology. The quilt and block diagrams portrayed are virtual images. The layout and look of your project may differ when using actual fabric.

**FABRIC REQUIREMENTS**
1 sage Missionary panel (P9295 Sage)
1/4 yard sage Sister Main (SC9291 Sage)
1/4 yard multi Sister Main (SC9291 Multi)
1/4 yard cream Sister (C9293 Cream)
1/4 yard charcoal Temple (SC9294 Charcoal)
1 yard coral Swiss Dot (C670 Coral)
1¼ yards gold Sparkle Blossom (SC730 Gold)
1¼ yard sweet mint Kisses (C210 SweetMint)*
*includes binding

**CUTTING REQUIREMENTS**
Please read instructions first before cutting.
WOF - width of fabric.

**Sage Missionary Panel**
Fussy cut 1 square 35\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x 35\(\frac{1}{2}\)” centered over the world map.
Save the rest of the panel to personalize your quilt top.

**Sage Sister Main**
Cut 1 strip 6” x WOF.
Sub-cut from strip:
  2 - 6” squares

**Multi Sister Main**
Cut 1 strip 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x WOF.
Sub-cut from strip:
  4 - 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)” squares

**Cream Sister**
Fussy cut 4 squares 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)” centered over the pairs of girls.

**Charcoal Temple**
Cut 4 strips 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x WOF.
Sub-cut from strips:
  8 - 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x 20\(\frac{1}{2}\)” rectangles

**Coral Swiss Dot**
Cut 4 strips 5\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x WOF for Border 2.
Cut 2 strips 2” x WOF.
Sub-cut from strips:
  32 - 2” squares

**Gold Sparkle Blossom**
Cut 1 strip 6” x WOF.
Sub-cut from strip:
  2 - 6” squares
  4 - 3\(\frac{1}{2}\)” squares
Cut 13 strips 3\(\frac{1}{2}” x WOF.
Sub-cut from strips:
  16 - 3\(\frac{1}{2}” x 20\(\frac{1}{2}” rectangles
  60 - 3\(\frac{1}{2}” squares
Cut 4 strips 2\(\frac{1}{2}” x WOF for Border 1.

**Sweet Mint Kisses**
Cut 7 strips 2\(\frac{1}{2}” x WOF for binding.
Cut 2 strips 2” x WOF.
Sub-cut from strips:
  32 - 2” squares

**QUILT ASSEMBLY**
Refer to the quilt photo for the placement of prints.

**Star Block 1 (Make 4)**
Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the coral swiss dot 2” squares.
Place a coral swiss dot 2” square in the upper right corner of a gold sparkle blossom 3\(\frac{1}{2}” square, right sides together (RST), with the drawn line running across the corner. Sew on the drawn line. Trim the seam allowance above the sewn line to ¼”. Flip the top piece away from the bottom piece and press.
Repeat to sew a coral swiss dot 2" square to the upper left corner to complete 1 Unit A (3½" x 3½").

Repeat to make 16 Unit A.

Layout 4 Unit A, 4 gold sparkle blossom 3½" squares and one multi sister main 3½" square in a 9-patch. Sew the pieces into 3 rows. Press the seams away from the Unit A. Sew the rows together to complete 1 Star Block 1 (9½" x 9½").

Star Block 1
Make 4

Repeat to make 4 Star Block 1.

Star Block 2 (Make 4)
Repeat the instructions for the Star Block 1, replacing the multi sister main 3½" squares with cream sister squares and the coral swiss dot 2" squares with sweet mint kisses squares to make 4 Star Block 2 (9½" x 9½").

Half Square Triangles (HSTs) (Make 4)
Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the gold sparkle blossom 6" squares.

Place 1 gold sparkle blossom and 1 sage sister main 6" square RST. Sew ¼" seam on each side of the drawn line. Cut along the drawn line for 2 HSTs. Press the seam towards the sage sister main. Trim the HSTs to 5½" x 5½".

Repeat to make 4 HSTs.

Borders
Seam allowances vary so measure through the center of the quilt before cutting border pieces. Sew side borders first. Press seams towards the borders.

Border 1
Side borders should be 35½". Top and bottom borders should be 39¾".

Border 2
The 4 border strips should be 39¾". Sew a HST to each end of 2 border strips for the top and bottom borders (should be 49¼").

Border 3
Sew 1 charcoal temple 3½" x 20½" rectangle between 2 gold sparkle blossom 3½" x 20½" rectangles to make 1 Unit B (9½" x 20½"). Press the seams towards the charcoal temple rectangle.

Repeat to make 8 Unit B.

Sew a Star Block 2 between 2 Unit B for the side borders (should be 49¼").

Sew a Star Block 2 between 2 Unit B. Sew a Star Block 1 to each end for the top and bottom borders (should be 67½").

Appliqué
Personalize your quilt by adding elements from the saved sage missionary panel to mark your or your loved one's service journey using your favorite appliqué method.

Finish quilt by layering the quilt top, batting, and back. Bind with the sweet mint kisses strips. Have fun with your colors and enjoy the journey of making your quilt.